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Education through engagement with the arts

My current work as an artist and photographer is primarily concerned with highlighting and addressing our single-use consumer 
culture. However I am also aware that we as a society are overwhelmed by media stories with their sad images of death and choked 
oceans and it’s easy to feel as if individual and local actions won’t matter. 

So I am now using art as a means to engage people from all walks of society and start meaningful conversations about what we as 
individuals can do; as I believe that it’s a problem that can truly be solved on an individual level.

 

I am a registered teacher and have 18 years experience working as a part-time art teacher in schools and in the community. 
Through a creative engagement process I have worked/am working with primary and secondary schools in Laois, Offaly, Cork City, 
and throughout County Dublin and am now visiting early school leaver centres and youth clubs and have begun really meaningful 
conversations about how to edge our way out of the current plastic crisis.
 
I am offering interactive displays, film clips - and – best of all an opportunity to do your own ‘making’ with waste plastic materials, as 
making this waste into something new, really helps people to figure out how plastics differ. People also come away with a better 
understanding of what materials they would want to avoid and why. This hands on work helps participants to learn what the RICs 
(Resin Identification Codes) mean for the potential of the material to be reused. 
They also learn which are collected by their local council and which can most easily be recycled into new products.

In these creative sessions, listening to people’s own stories about how they use plastic at home, in school and while travelling can 
also be enabling. Having control over their story lets them spot where changes can be made without having someone preach to 
them.

So by beginning with the plastic material itself, then moving to participants own stories, my aim is to help people create, innovate 
and responsibly reuse, reduce or replace plastics in their everyday lives.

I WORK WITH PEOPLE BY:
Listening to them
Building plastic literacy
Making new headdresses from single use plastic (collected from schools/centres and family homes) 
Giving them a photographic portrait of the experience
Empowering them to change
Creation of a ‘Planet Protector Badge’
A plastic diary chart to record current plastic usage and plans to replace/reduce

Annie Holland Art
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Creative Educational Plan - 2 days 

Day 1

Early Morning  Annie will meet with the participants and their teacher/leader. After a short introduction to her own arts 
practice and an introduction to People against Plastic movement, she will give an interactive slide show which includes 
up to date film clips of the current plastic crisis alongside examples of art pieces made in response to it (no size limit on 
participants for this introductory part).

Late morning and afternoon  The creative process begins by looking at some plastic raw materials that Annie will have 
brought along i.e. food and cosmetic packaging, different kinds of confectionary wrappings, bottle caps etc. She will also 
explain the tiny numbers on the bottom of bottles. These are the Resin Identification Codes - 1 through 7. The RIC 
doesn’t mean a product is always accepted for recycling, but it does guide you as to what material it is made of and its 
chemical composition. Annie will then show some A3 prints from previous participants wearing headdresses constructed 
of waste plastic to get the creative juices flowing, then we will begin to make the headdresses themselves. Participants 
will work with plastic that Annie will provide and also that which will have been collected in advance by themselves at 
home and in their school. Participants will be given a permission slip to have signed by their parent’s guardians if under 
18 to allow them to have their portraits taken on the second day of the workshop. Participants will be encouraged to 
work in groups of four, so peer learning will also be at the heart of the creative learning process. Annie has extensive 
experience in creating three dimensional sculpture from plastic and will supply the tools and solutions to bring ideas to 
completion.

Day 2

On our second day of the workshop participants under Annie’s guidance will compete the headdresses. Annie is also a 
professional photographer and she will set up a portable photobooth to take a portrait of each participant (that has 
returned a permission slip) wearing their headdress. As participants will be working in groups of four, depending on their 
use of time, they may have produced more than one headdress between them. However one headdress can be styled in 
4 different ways to produce four entirely different photographs. Participants will be directly responsible for the styling 
process for each photograph with Annie behind the camera.  
After the workshop Annie will complete post production work i.e. editing photographs and preparing artwork for A3 
prints. Upon completion of the project a handmade ceramic “planet protector” badge will be presented to the class 
along with an online certificate awarded by People Against Plastic. Annie will also document the workshop if requested 
and images can be shared on school website/ class dojo etc. and shared with local media if so desired.

One Week Later

High quality A3 size images will be printed full colour 1 side and matt laminated on 350gm silk (i.e. a hard durable card 
that won’t need framing) and will be posted to the school a week later and can be hung as a temporary exhibition at 
school/club to celebrate their achievements.

Annie Holland Art
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Costs

Each workshop day will cost €300 and this includes travel within 50km

What will your participants get

Development of basic plastic literacy i.e. participants will learn about the component parts of plastics and the 
harmful effects to the environment of certain types.

Opportunity to work with an artist making headdresses from single use plastic. 

Photo-booth which includes editing and post production of photographs with plastic facts printed upon it.

Final exhibition of the experience.

Each participant receives a plastic diary chart to record current plastic usage and plans to replace/reduce.

F.A.Q.’s

Are there any extra costs?
Additional costs will include photographic prints on 350gsm silk paper/laminated hard card priced at €5 each

How many participants can you work with at any given time?
Apart from the introductory day group, size recommended is no larger than 25 participants and this is with a 
teacher/leader present.

Can you work with a few different classes in the one day?
Yes I can work with the school’s timetable and accommodate whatever works best for the greatest learning experience.

Are you Garda vetted?
I am a fully registered member of the teaching council and am Garda vetted

What is your availability?
I have teaching commitments on Wednesday and Thursdays but am available all other days

Are you insured?
I have my own artist and photographer insurance in place

If you, your school or local community group are interested in in working with me, through engagement with the arts 
to help navigate our way out of this current global crisis - please contact me at : annie@anniehollandart.com

 
These two-day workshops can be conducted over a 4 or 8 week period of time and 

can also be tailored to meet your school timetable and budget – just drop Annie a line to discuss.

Annie Holland Art
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